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Background
Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is often treated to avoid invasive breast cancer, yet many lesions do not progress if untreated
Risk stratification to distinguish harmless from potentially hazardous DCIS is necessary to avoid overtreatment
Which pathologic variables predict the outcome? Do pathologists agree on how to score them?







Here, we explored the value and robustness of pathological findings of DCIS by evaluating interobserver
agreement in 353 cases among 56 pathologists.

Methods










56 European pathologists were asked to score 353 cases of pure DCIS from a national population-based cohort
To reflect daily practice no instructions were given and cases were not selected
10 pathologic variables will be evaluated based on clinical outcome and not expert opinion or consensus diagnosis
To reduce the workload and the effect of raters’ dropout, each participant was assigned 146 (out of 353) cases, 100 scored by everyone and 46 unique cases. Each case would then be scored by at least 10 pathologists
The first listed 50 cases are the same for everyone, the remaining ones in random order

Results


47.170 (51.59% of total) scores have been submitted within 6 weeks



25 (out of 56) pathologists have scored all their cases, 13 some of them
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Figure 1a. No slide left behind: every slide scored,
180 slides scored by at least 5 pathologists
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Figure 1b. Distribution of scores
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Figure 2. Distribution of slides to score: white = not assigned, black = assigned but not
scored yet, green = scored. Red dashed line marks end of first 50 slides.

Figure 3. Personalized feedback: each participant will receive a detailed report comparing
their answers to the other participants

Conclusions






Interobserver agreement classifying DCIS will determine which
pathologic variables can be robustly used for reliable risk stratification.
Careful randomization allows for reduction of workload and mitigates effect of raters’ dropout.
Slide Score allows creating studies using automation and enables
gathering histopathological variables and evaluating interobserver
agreement on a large scale.
Figure 4. Digital scoring form using in-house developed Slide Score www.slidescore.com
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